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The concept of local symmetry is a powerful tool in predicting complex transport phenomena in
aperiodic media. A nonlocal continuity formalism reveals how local symmetries are encoded into
the dynamics of light propagation in discrete waveguide arrays governed by a Schro¨dinger equation.
However, the experimental demonstration is elusive so far. We fabricate representative examples
of locally symmetric, globally symmetric and fully non-symmetric configurations in fs laser-written
photonic arrays and probe their dynamics. Our approach allows to distinguish all three types of
structures.
PACS numbers: 42.82.Et, 42.25.-p, 11.30.-j
Whereas the scenario of perfect global symmetries
is only valid in an idealized, special class of systems
without any imperfection or symmetry breaking and
thus notoriously elusive, local symmetries [1] - sometimes
also referred to as hidden [2] or internal [3] symmetries
- abound in nature. These configurations are character-
ized by internal spatial limitation as illustrated in Fig.
1. The resulting new class of systems is more general
than quasicrystals [4, 5], which can always be seen as
the projection of a periodic lattice in higher dimensions,
whereas the only condition for local symmetry is the
existence of at least one spatially domain equipped with
symmetry [1]. Prominent examples include not only
quasicrystals but also macromolecules [6–8] and addi-
tionally systems where the global symmetry is broken
because of defects or (partial) disorder [9, 10]. More-
over, local symmetries appear in artificial structures,
e.g. acoustic waveguides [11, 12] or tailored photonic
multilayer-systems [13, 14], where they may lead to the
occurrence of perfect transmission resonances [15].
Invariance with respect to a symmetry transformation
is a fundamental concept in physics, which is closely re-
lated to the formulation of conservation laws. For contin-
uous transformations, E. Noether stated already in 1918
that to every differentiable symmetry of the action of
a physical system there is a corresponding conservation
law [16]. Famous examples are momentum conservation
due to the invariance of physical systems with respect to
spatial translation or energy conservation due to invari-
ance with respect to time translation. Symmetry-induced
conservation laws of discrete transformations can usually
be described by means of the commutation of the corre-
sponding operators with the Hamiltonian. As a conse-
quence, reflection symmetry imposes definite parity and
finite translation symmetry imposes Bloch momentum
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FIG. 1. Possible gradations of symmetry of a continuous
potential (left) and discrete sites (right). The positions of the
symmetry axes are indicated by dashed lines. (a) Global in-
version symmetry with a single overall symmetry domain D
(red). (b) Locally symmetric system covered by two symme-
try domains D1 (red) and D2 (blue). (c) Fully non-symmetric
configuration.
on the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, characterizing the
overall dynamics.
The Hamiltonian of a locally symmetric scenario does
in general not commute with the local symmetry opera-
tion, even though the potential remains invariant under
the respective transformation. Thus, the usual rules
of symmetry-induced eigenvalues (such as parity and
Bloch momenta) of common eigenstates do not apply.
Therefore, tracking the influence of local symmetry on
a system’s behavior becomes challenging. A promising
approach to decode the presence of underlying local sym-
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2metries from a system’s state is given within a recently
developed framework of symmetry-adapted, “nonlocal
currents” [1, 10, 17–19]. In the case of stationary states,
these currents are constant within any local symmetry
domain and provide an amplitude mapping between
symmetry-related points [10, 18]. This generalizes the
usual Bloch and parity theorems to local symmetry. For
a general wave-packet, the nonlocal currents vary in
space and time. Nevertheless they have been shown to
obey a generalized, local-symmetry-adapted continuity
equation [19], readily represented for discrete models
governed by a Schro¨dinger equation. However, the fact
that this approach requires access to the full spatiotem-
poral information of the complex-valued wave function
has thus far prevented any experimental demonstration.
In this work, we distinguish locally symmetric struc-
tures from both fully non-symmetric systems and
globally symmetric structures by means of the nonlocal
continuity formalism. To address this challenge experi-
mentally we employ the femtosecond laser direct writing
technique to fabricate representative examples of locally
symmetric, globally symmetric and fully non-symmetric
photonic lattices in fused silica glass wafers [20]. The
symmetries were incorporated in the structures by
appropriately tuning the waveguide separation and thus
the coupling between adjacent sites in line with the
desired distribution (see Fig. 2 - insets top left). The
refractive index increase was chosen to be the same for
all waveguides to achieve a system with equal on-site
potential in order to preserve the phase relation of
pi/2 between adjacent waveguides, which is crucial for
retrieving the full wave function from intensity-only
fluorescence measurements of the light propagation
in our waveguide arrays. The corresponding system
dynamics was probed via coherent single-site excitation
(see Fig. 2).
The complex wave function was extracted from the
experimentally observed intensity pattern in accordance
with the pi/2 phase jump between adjacent sites and
inferring zero crossings at every minimum close to
zero. The assumption was justified by tight-binding
simulations of the state evolution in our waveguide
arrays with the experimentally determined couplings.
Thereafter, the wave function was fitted with a high
order polynomial in order to allow the calculation of
meaningful derivatives. The resulting evolution of the
wave function ψ in the locally symmetric system is
exemplarily shown in Fig. 3 (a).
To reveal the encoding of local symmetries in the state
evolution, the discrete local current-density continuity
[21] for a general state |ψ〉 is generalized, taking a local
symmetry transformation into account [19]. Applying a
transformation SˆD on any quantity - sites or states - is
denoted by a bar above the symbol, e.g. SˆD |ψ〉 = |ψ¯〉,
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FIG. 2. Measured fluorescence intensity patterns after single-
waveguide excitation. (a) Globally symmetric array, probed
via single-site excitation of the seventh waveguide (marked
yellow). The waveguide separations and couplings c1, c2,
c3 exhibit inversion symmetry. (b) Locally symmetric array,
probed via single-site excitation of the first waveguide. It
can be divided into two domains D1 and D2 with inversion-
symmetric configurations of the couplings c1 and c2. (c) Non-
symmetric array containing five different couplings c1, c2, c3,
c4, c5, probed via single site excitation of the second waveg-
uide. In each case, the inset on the top left illustrates the
lattice geometries with highly exaggerated differences in spac-
ings.
which is illustrated in Fig. 3 (b). The transformations
may be represented by matrices (see insets in Fig. 4)
that interchange the amplitudes of symmetry related
sites when they act on a quantity represented by a vector.
The local overall discrete probability density ρD dis-
tributed over the sites n in domain D is given by the ex-
pectation value of the local density operator ρˆn = |n〉 〈n|.
ρD =
∑
n∈D
〈ψ |n〉 〈n|ψ〉 =
∑
n∈D
ψ∗nψn = 〈ψD|ψD〉 . (1)
In the symmetry-adapted formulation, the local density
operator ρˆn = |n〉 〈n| at each site n is replaced by |n〉 〈n¯|.
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FIG. 3. Relation between wave function ψ, local symmetry
transformation SˆD and transformed wave function ψ¯ of do-
main D2 of the locally symmetric configuration. (a) Evolution
of the fit wave function in the entire system. The phase ϕ is
encoded using the given colors. (b) Symmetry transformed
wave function ψ¯, obtained by the local symmetry transforma-
tion SˆD2 acting on the wave function in domain D2.
The total nonlocal charge ΣD is calculated by taking the
scalar product of the wave function and the symmetry-
transformed wave function in the respective domain. [19]
ΣD :=
∑
n∈D
〈ψ |n〉 〈n¯|ψ〉 =
∑
n∈D
ψ∗nψn¯ = 〈ψD|ψ¯D〉 . (2)
“Nonlocal” refers to the influence of non-adjacent but
symmetry-related sites on the respective quantity. Note
that the only difference between Eq. 1 and 2 is given by
the symmetry transformation, denoted by a bar above
the symbols. Figure 3 illustrates how the local symmetry
transformation SˆD2 acts on the wave function in domain
D2 of the locally symmetric system.
The discrete local probability current jn,m between
sites n and m is given by [21]
jn,m = −i
(
ψ∗ncn,mψm − ψ∗mc∗n,mψn
)
, (3)
where cn,m is the coupling between the adjacent sites n
and m = n ± 1. In the generalized case, the local cur-
rent jn,m is replaced by the nonlocal (symmetry adapted)
current qn,m [19]:
qn,m = −i
(
ψ∗ncn¯,m¯ψm¯ − ψ∗mc∗n,mψn¯
)
, (4)
Again, the only modification from Eq. 3 to 4 are the
symmetry transformed sites n¯ and m¯.
For arrangements without on-site asymmetry in the re-
fractive index distribution, a simple continuity equation
relates the nonlocal charge ΣD to the nonlocal boundary
current q∂D, which is “flowing out of” each symmetry
domain [19] (indices from a to b).
∂zΣD = qa,a−1 + qb,b+1 = q∂D, (5)
where ∂z is the derivative in propagation direction.
The nonlocal boundary current vanishes identically for
an even number of sites in one domain of our specific
tight-binding Schro¨dinger system with equal on-site po-
tential and thus we have a well defined phase relation of
pi/2 between adjacent sites (see Supplemental material).
However, this is a necessary condition to retrieve the full
wave function from intensity-only fluorescence measure-
ments. Thus we investigate only domains with an odd
number of sites (indices from a to b) to allow for a dis-
tinction between global and local symmetry. For global
and local symmetry, the boundary currents q∂D are given
by (see Supplemental material):
q∂D = ±2 (cb,b+1|ψa||ψb+1| ∓ ca,a−1|ψb||ψb−1|) (6)
Due to the fact that the symmetry domain extends over
the entire system for all globally inversion symmetric
systems, there is inherently no coupling across domain
boundaries. Since then cb,b+1 = ca,a−1 = 0 by definition,
the nonlocal boundary current vanishes identically for
global symmetry. Nevertheless, the continuity equation
is still fulfilled, leading to a vanishing derivative of the
nonlocal charge.
In contrast to the locally and globally symmetric con-
figurations, the fully non-symmetric system by definition
entirely lacks symmetry domains. Any arbitrary trans-
formation can be chosen and proven to be no (local) sym-
metry transformation by showing a violation of the con-
tinuity equation. As a result, globally symmetric, locally
symmetric and fully non-symmetric configurations may
be distinguished by means of the different forms of their
corresponding nonlocal continuity equation:
global symmetry: ∂zΣD = q∂D = 0
local symmetry: ∂zΣD = q∂D
no symmetry: ∂zΣD 6= q∂D
(7)
To evaluate the continuity equation in the three
different experimental configurations, the nonlocal
charges, their derivatives and the nonlocal currents were
subsequently calculated from the fitted wave function,
symmetry transformation and couplings.
In case of global symmetry, the symmetry operation
may be described by the anti-diagonal matrix shown on
the top left of Fig. 4 (a). Because q∂D is identically
zero, it is sufficient to calculate the derivative of the
nonlocal charge ∂zΣD from the experimental data and
compare the result to the expected value of zero. Our
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FIG. 4. Measurement-based nonlocal continuity equations. (a) Global inversion symmetry. The assumed symmetry transfor-
mation is given by an anti-diagonal matrix (top left). As the nonlocal boundary currents are vanishing, the derivative of the
nonlocal charge ∂zΣD along the propagation (solid blue) is compared to the expected value of zero (dashed black). (b) Local
symmetry. q∂D (dotted red) is nearly equal to ∂zΣD (solid blue), as predicted (dashed black) by the continuity equation. The
results shown are taken from the measurements in domain D1 of the locally symmetric structure. (c) Same as (b), but for
domain D2 of our locally symmetric arrangement. (d) In case of no symmetry, there are no valid symmetry transformations.
Any transformation can be chosen and shown to violate the continuity equation because ∂zΣD (solid blue) and the nonlocal
boundary current q∂D (dotted red) deviate.
experiments and calculations show that the nonlocal
continuity equation is fulfilled and indeed vanishing
for the globally symmetric configuration (Fig. 4 (a)).
In fact, the deviation of ∂zΣD from zero for global
symmetry may serve as a measure of the validity of our
method to retrieve the wave function. Note that the
substantial deviations during the first few millimeters
of propagation are an artefact of the measurement
method. In order to observe the intensity propagation
pattern, we employed a fluorescence method that
converts a small fraction of the propagating light into
omnidirectional light. Although light was injected into
the respective waveguide by focussing a laser beam
down to an appropriate spot size, the non-unity overlap
between focal spot and mode field results in the presence
of stray background light that propagates through the
sample and may likewise excite fluorescence whenever it
traverses a waveguide, and thereby distort the observed
pattern. Since this systematic perturbation rapidly
dissipates, the subsequent evolution and the ∂z
∑
D
extracted from it coincides remarkably well with the
expected behavior. In the further evolution, ∂zΣD is
remarkably close to the expected value of zero.
The locally symmetric system is divided into two
inversion symmetric domains – each containing three
sites (see Fig. 2 (b)). In Fig. 4, the nonlocal current
and derivative of the nonlocal charge extracted from
the experiment are shown for domain D1 (b) ad D2 (c).
Apart from the first few millimeters, the components
of the nonlocal continuity equation for the locally
symmetric system are in good agreement with the the-
oretical value as well as with each other. In the second
symmetry domain of the locally symmetric system, the
extrema of the experimentally determined derivative
of the nonlocal charge ∂zΣD appear slightly displaced
and exaggerated compared to the extracted nonlocal
boundary current q∂D and the theoretical value. We
attribute this feature to the method of flipping the
extracted wave function amplitude around zero, which
may exaggerate the slope of the zero transitions, as
well as to the naturally much higher sensitivity of the
derivative to small perturbations. Considering the
overall evolution measured, though, our results provide
clear evidence that the nonlocal continuity equation is
fulfilled in both local symmetry domains.
For the fully non-symmetric system, to demonstrate
the violation of the nonlocal continuity equation, an
applied inversion operation of the first five sites (top
left, Fig. 4 (d) is exemplary shown. The experimentally
observed evolution of the nonlocal boundary current
q∂D deviates drastically overall from the evolution of the
derivative of the nonlocal charge ∂zΣD. To explicitly
prove that the system is fully non-symmetric, one would
need show a violation of the continuity equation for all
possible transformations. This was done for all possible
inversion symmetries with an odd number of sites (see
supplemental material).
In conclusion, we investigated three arrangements
with different gradations of symmetry - global, local
and fully non-symmetric - in laser written waveguide
arrays, employing the nonlocal continuity approach.
We thereby decoded the presence of local symmetries
in the Hamiltonian from the generic dynamics of wave
packets in a discrete system. We were able to verify
the nonlocal continuity equation and to distinguish the
three different classes of symmetry by means of their
characteristic version of the nonlocal continuity equation.
While here demonstrated for the case of inversion
symmetry in one dimension, the same formalism can
be readily applied and extended to other symmetry
5transformations and in higher dimensions. The subject
offers various possibilities for further experiments, e.g.
the engineering of perfect transmission resonances [15] or
Floquet states in periodically driven setups [19, 22], as
well as locally symmetric non-Hermitian systems [19, 23].
Our results constitute the first step in investigating local
symmetries in photonic systems and harnessing them to
shape the flow of light.
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